180                   AVIDYA : NESCIENCE.              [CHAP. X-
seed of worldly life1.. .All beings are sleeping in the begmningless
Nescience2.. .Names and Forms are presented by Nesciences...
The body is the product of Nescience4... The elements and the
sense organs are the product of Nesciences. The conditions of being
agent, enjoyer, are due to Nescience6.. .At death, tlie soul tabes
Nescience with it7.. .All that is knowable is of the nature of Nesci-
ence.s Karma is Nescience9.., Birth, and Death are Nescience.10"
In fact, avidyd means, as Professor Max MuUer puts it, "common
sense with its well understood, limitations, or the wisdom of the
world." It practically means our worldly life, unenlightened by a
knowledge of the Divine truth., which alone is the truest and highest
knowledge, all other knowledge being deemed lower and, from the
spiritual point of view, designated as false.
What we ordinarily call knowledge is worldly knowledge, acquired
by the mind through, the senses. As stated, before, it is concerned
with all that pertains to the phenomenal world of sense-experience—
with objects which, as conditioned, by Time, Space and Causality,
appear in their condition of differentiation and, separation.
Such knowledge is avidyd, and the highest that might be predi-
cated of such knowledge is that " in its ultimate essence nothing can
be known.""
As Hudson12 properly remarks. Nature conceals God ; Man reveals
him; the more we study physical nature, the farther God is removed
from us; tlie more we study Man, the nearer God approaches to us.
There is a tendency of human nature persistently to look outward
and seek happiness m the external world. Empirical knowledge
thus becomes an obstacle to the realisation of Unity which, is the
highest truth. In this sense, it is called the enemy of (true) knowledge
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